The influence of a strong, high-frequency electric field on the ion-ion correlations in a fully ionized plasma is investigated in the limit of infinite ion mass, starting with the Bogoliubov-BornGreen-Kirkwood-Yvon hierarchy of equations; a significant departure from the thermal correlations is found. It is shown that the above effect may substantially modify earlier results on the nonlinear high-frequency plasma conductivity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The present investigation is primarily devoted to determine whether a high-frequency electric field E affects the ion-ion correlations of a fully ionized plasma in the limit of infinite ion mass m,; we show that an effect does exist and obtain an expression for the correlations spectrum that only for vanishingly small E reduces to the known thermal value. The influence of this effect on the nonlinear highfrequency plasma conductivity is studied later; we show that earlier results on the conductivity may be substantially modified by including the above effect.
At first sight, it might seem surprising to find an influence of the field on the ion correlations for m, -> °°. To clarify our result we notice the following: We consider times large compared with the ion correlation relaxation time, f7 1 ('Ti being some average of the ion Landau damping; as ro, -» °°, 7, -> 0). Thus, we assume that the field was switched on at time -T very far in the remote past, that is, we let ry, -» co so that some oscillating equilibrium is reached; then, we let m, -• °° (7, -» 0). Our analysis then shows that the resulting ion correlations are nonthermal. An explanation for this may be given: The correlations result from an energy balance and all the electron energies have to be included in this balance 1 ; it is the energy of the field-induced oscillations of the electrons that produces the departure from the thermal value. In other words, the Debye cloud of electrons around each ion is distorted by the additional energy, with the consequence that the distance between two clouds (that is, between two ions) is changed.
The above result is important because it affects the response of the plasma to the field, and, in particular, the value of the electric conductivity. Since the effect is essentially nonlinear (vanishing as E 2 for small E), it must be considered only if nonlinear effects are important. Therefore, we include a discussion of the influence of the above result on the nonlinear high-frequency plasma conductivity.
Nonlinear effects on the high-frequency plasma conductivity have been investigated by Silin, 2 who used the BBGKY hierarchy of equations but failed to include collective phenomena, and by Albini and Rand 3 who assumed a driving frequency w, large compared with the electron plasma frequency w p ; thus, all typical resonant effects' 4 were missed in both papers. Such effects were properly considered by Kaw and Salat, 6 who used a physical model first introduced in the study of the linear conductivity. 4 However, uncorrected ions were assumed; although the use of thermal correlations in computing the conductivity would yield no essential corrections (see the discussion in Ref. 4 for the linear case), the nonthermal correlations found here do yield essential modifications that invalidate some results of Ref. 5 .
In Sec. II we obtain the ion-ion correlation spectrum by solving the coupled BBGKY equations for the ion-ion and electron-ion correlation functions; the result is given in terms of the electron distribution function, which is left arbitrary. In Sec. Ill an expression for the conductivity is presented, where the ion-ion correlations appear explicitly; for a moderate field (moderate in the sense that the resulting directed component of electron velocity is small compared with the electron thermal velocity) we make a detailed comparison between some conductivity results of Ref. 5 and those given here. In Sec. IV we discuss the restrictions imposed by our analysis on the field intensity.
Finally, we point out some important assumptions that will be used in the analysis: (1) The driving frequency is large compared with the effective collision frequency; and (2) the field is uniform (wavelength large compared with both the electron Debye length and the excursion length of the electrons in the field).
II. ION-ION CORRELATIONS
We consider an infinite, homogeneous plasma composed of electrons and one species of ions, inside which there is a spatially uniform, oscillating electric field. From the Liouville equation, the usual BBGKY hierarchy 6 is derived. The equations for the one-particle distribution function of the a species, /", and the correlation function between two particles of species a and fi, g"^, read
(1) 
where <j> 12 = r~,l, r 12 = r t -r 2 , E sin cot is the field prevailing inside the plasma and, because of the homogeneity of the plasma, r x and r 2 only appear in (2) through their difference; the subscripts are particle indices and a, p, y stand for e, electrons, or i, ions. Notice that in (2) Both terms are usually neglected in plasma kinetic theory 6 ; we shall now assume that here they are likewise negligible, and delay a discussion of the restrictions that such assumption may impose on the field intensity until Sec. IV.
Before studying Eq. (2) we consider (1) briefly. We assume that v/co < 0(1), where v is the collision frequency 7 ; there are then two widely separated time scales, with characteristic times aT 1 and v~\ Expanding /" in powers of v/co,
we have to lowest order
the driving field is balanced by the inertial force. The solution to (4) is an arbitrary function of u" = v x + WE" cos cot, where e« = q a~E '(in a co 2 )~l is the oscillation excursion of particle a; /"°, which is normalized to unity, describes a purely reactive response to the field. A discussion of the character of the function f"°(u") is included in the next section; in solving for the correlations below we let /°° be an even, arbitrary function of u°. With this result for f"°, we can now proceed to a determination of the ion-ion correlations. Equation (2) represents three coupled equations for g' e , g ei , and g u . It will be seen below that in the limit m t -> °° (to be taken later in the section) the g", g" equations become uncoupled from the equation for g". Thus, to solve for g" we need only consider the g", g" equations.
First consider Eq. (2) with a = e, /3 = i. To lowest order in v/co we solve for g" by approximating /!> fi by fl°, f 2 on the right-hand side of (2) (that is, measuring the coordinates of each particle in its own oscillating frame) the equation for g[ 2 becomes
where the neutrality condition, g^i,-= has been used. Integrating over u 2 we get
that is, in this frequency range and to lowest order,
where G" = / g" du'; use has been made of the where f M is a Maxwellian distribution and the physical requirements gf, = g",l and /"« -» ± ») symbol o(l) represents a small quantity that goes -> 0. Equation (6) is much simpler than (5), except to zero as m,--» co. The last term in (8) now vanishes for the presence of the last term of (6); this term, and writing however, is expected to vanish in the limit m,--> °°.
• i v-> / \ Notice also that g" has disappeared from Eq. (6). Let us also define -rk-J u 2 0i 2 du 2 ,
where 0 = 47rfc~2 has been used. We solve for G" in (7) under the assumption of vanishing perturbations in the remote past and then integrate over xx[ to obtain
where Q e< = J G" du e and co 2 , = 4irg>,/m,. Let us make the ansatz that for large m ( , 
+ o(l), ? ^ 0, where use has been made of the identity Q' e (k) = Q e '(-k). In the limit m t -> °° we have / M (u') -> a(u') and since u5(u) = 0, we get g\\ = 0 for I ^ 0. Thus, the last term in (10b) vanishes. For g\' 0 we get from (11) k-(uj -uDgliio q e q t n e 4w
Introducing g{' 0 and QJj, as given in (9) and (10), into (12), dividing by j M(^[) 1 M^) and taking the limit m,--> oo ; we obtain k-(uj -Ua) 2? 47r q e q,n e 4w
where the symmetry of Q", Q"(-k) = <2"(k), has been used. From 
which is the desired result for the ion-ion correlations; we have defined ft 2 = £irq%n a /i{T a . Notice that Q" is a function of both the frequency and the intensity of the field. As E -* 0, Q" -> -7iJ 1 k%k 2 , + k'Do)' 1 and since f ° should then be Maxwellian we recover the thermal correlations Q" = -ft?
for small E the corrections are 0(E 2 ) so that the effect is essentially nonlinear. The ion-ion correlation function is obtained from g" = J'UTMQ" and (14). Using (14) we can also obtain g" from g"' = f M G", Eq. (10) and Eq. (7), which may now be easily solved. Finally, we can go back and observe that our ansatz g" = f M G" satisfies (5) in the limit nij -» a> [notice simply Eq. (6) and the identity u' S(u') = 0]. Thus, by assuming the ansatz in (9) we have obtained a consistent solution of the equations for g" and g" as m f -> <», We remark that this ansatz has placed no restriction on g".
III. THE NONLINEAR HIGH.FREQUENCY PLASMA CONDUCTIVITY
The influence of the above effect on the electric conductivity will now be studied. To determine the conductivity we must find the current-density response to the field,
dv.
Since m { -» °°, only the electron distribution function has to be considered; using the expansion in (3) with a = e, we get
For / c0 (u e ) even in u e , j e0 is purely reactive, J -n t q e ut, cos cat,
and to obtain a resistive component of j (of most interest because it produces heating of the plasma), we must find j" 1 . It is now interesting to notice the following point: The resistive current, to be found below, heats the plasma slowly (in the v~x scale). Unless this heating is taken into account by allowing a slow temperature variation in f°, the expansion in (3) will ultimately break down due to secular behavior 8 ; actually, there exists not only heating but a general broadening of f °, which will not be Maxwellian. The introduction of the slow-time variable means that f° only satisfies (4) in the co _1 , fast scale; the whole analysis of Sec. II only yields the fast-time dependence in the equations, but the results are still valid because the slow-time variable would appear merely as a parameter. The determination of f°(u°) involves the study of the slow-time evolution of the system, and, in particular, requires solving the equation for g ee ; this will not be done here. Thus, our result (14), gives Q" as a functional of f°.
Fortunately, j" 1 may be obtained (as a functional of f° again) without studying the slow-time evolution of the plasma. This is so because, as assumed in Sec. II, f° has to be even in u": for times comparable to v' 1 , there is no preferential direction along an axis aligned with the field, since E sin ut changes sign every half-period. Then, consider Eq. (1) 
Since f° is even in u°, (16) shows that the equation
is satisfied not only in the fast scale but identically. Thus, after introducing (15) into (17), we obtain
CO Ol> 7/le J J where 4> and g"" were defined in Sec. II. Using the value of Q" given by Eq. (10) and integrating over t, (18) becomes
Q" being given by (14). The result from Ref. To make the comparison simpler we only consider cj, corresponding to the component of j that heats the plasma. From (19) we have, after using (14),
the corresponding result from Ref. 
A(k) = Here the difference is significant; in fact, the term in (22) proportional to Im -Di Re Di/lD^4 seems to yield the dominant nonlinear contribution in the interesting case w Pd w". We conclude that the quantitative results given in Ref. 5 for the nonlinear high-frequency conductivity should be substantially in error, especially so if w is near the electron plasma frequency (of most interest, for instance, in the study of heating of plasmas by lasers).
IV. DISCUSSION
We have shown that a high-frequency electric field modifies the ion-ion correlations of a fully ionized plasma in the limit of infinite ion mass. We have derived an expression for the correlation spectrum in terms of the electron distribution function; for a vanishingly small field, our result reduces to the known thermal spectrum. We have further shown that the above effect has a substantial influence on the nonlinear high-frequency plasma conductivity.
Several simplifications have been used in our analysis; they will be now discussed. First, we assumed a uniform field with a single frequency, E sin o>t. Although all harmonics of the fundamental frequency appeared in the current density and should appear, therefore, in the field itself, the monocromatic assumption is valid because for v/w « 1, we have \jiv/o>\ « \j 0 \. The uniformity assumption requires, as indicated in Sec. I, a wavelength large compared with both Debye length and electron excursion length. For consideration of both assumptions in the propagation of a moderately strong electromagnetic wave, see Ref. 5 .
Second, we assumed that after transient effects died off, an equilibrium would be reached. Obviously, this will not be the case if the plasma is made unstable by the presence of the field. It is known that for w Pd Wj , an instability sets in for moderate fields (co [E,| <K v e ) 9 ; for co < Wj, , the plasma is unstable too, but the threshold is much larger o> |e,|/fl, = 0(1). 10 We can briefly summarize this by stating that for w < co" our analysis is invalid unless the field intensity is below the appropriate threshold for instability. 9 ' 10 Third, it was assumed that v(E)/w < 0(1). For E -> 0, we have the linear result' [Since (23) shows that the order of magnitude of the ion-electron correlations is not modified, the effect of the ion-ion correlations found in our study is not expected to alter the conclusion in (24).]
Finally, the BBGKY correlation equations were simplified in Sec. II by omitting two terms. Such omission is easily justified when ^""l « ff. Near thermal equilibrium, this condition is satisfied for distant collisions, which are known to dominate close collisions by a factor 0(ln A); however, it is reasonable to expect that for sufficiently intense fields, such simplification of the correlation equations will break down.
It seems that the breakdown does not occur as long as u\ % M < 0(1) and |fc.e.| < 0(1). Under the first assumption, the correlations between distant particles do not change in order of magnitude, as indicated in the above discussion on the ratio v(E)/co, while if we have both w 2 t 2 Jv 2 e < 0(1) and |fc,e,| < 0(1), the ratio of the number of close collisions to that of distant ones, does not seem to be larger than for zero field 11 : In the oscillating frame of the electrons the ion now fills a relative volume of the Debye sphere that is 0(k 
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